Electric Chain Saw

GH-EC 1835
Item No.: 4501710
Ident No.: 21031
Bar Code: 4006825588156
The GH-EC 1835 electric chainsaw is a handy, efficient tool and reliable helper for sawing firewood, for thinning out scrub and for cutting down small
trees. A robust rail and chain ensure optimum cutting performance. The chain can be tensioned and changed without tools. For good power
transmission and a long service life there is a high-quality, robust metal gearing.

Features & Benefits
- Robust rail and sharp chain
- Tool-free chain tensioning and changing
- Metal gear for long life
- Ergonomic handle
- Sturdy stop claws made of metal
- Oil tank for automatic chain lubrication
- Kickback protection with with mechanical instant chain brake
- Big filller opening with quick fastener
- Automatic chain lubrication
- Chain catch bolt

Technical Data
- Mains supply
- Power
- Idle speed
- Sword length
- Cutting length
- Cutting speed
- Capacity of oil tank

230-240 V | 50 Hz
1800 W
7800 min^-1
356 mm
32.5 cm
13.5 m/s
160 mL

Logistic Data
- Product weight
- Gross weight single packaging
- Dimensions single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

5.38 kg
6.13 kg
530 x 275 x 217 mm
4 Pieces
25.06 kg
545 x 450 x 400 mm
1120 | 2372 | 2620
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Available as special accessories
Spare Chain 35cm 1,3 52T 3/8
Chain Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4500171
Bar Code: 4006825548846
Einhell Accessory

Spare Bar GH-EC 1835
Chain Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4500344
Bar Code: 4006825594188
Einhell Grey
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